JUNIOR TRIESTE
QUANTUM DAYS 2017

A gathering of PhD candidates and post-docs of the Department of Physics of the University of Trieste and of the Mathematics Area of SISSA Trieste working on quantum mechanical topics, with the purpose of presenting their own ongoing research in a pedagogical manner, favoring interactions and discussions, and sharing motivations, tools, and perspectives.

WHEN
12 AND 19 MAY 2017

WHERE
ICTP, Department of Physics - Room 204 and SISSA - VII floor panoramic room

INFO

SPEAKERS
FRIDAY 12 MAY 2017

Stefano Bacchi (DF-UniTS)
Alessandro Olgiati (SISSA)
Sandro Donadi (DF-UniTS)
Matteo Carlesso (DF-UniTS)
Matteo Gallone (SISSA)
Stefano Marcantoni (DF-UniTS)
Raffaele Scandone (SISSA)

FRIDAY 19 MAY 2017

Luca Cucuraci (DF-UniTS)
Daniele Dimonte (SISSA)
Francesca Fassioli (DF-UniTS)
Marco Bilardello (DF-UniTS)
Alessandro Carotenuto (SISSA)
Giulio Gasbarri (DF-UniTS)
Marko Erceg (SISSA)
Luca Ferialdi (DF-UniTS)

ORGANISERS
Angelo Bassi (DF-UniTS), Fabio Benatti (DF-UniTS), Alessandro Michelangeli (SISSA)